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Sortera expands its footprint in the Finnish market
Sortera strengthens its position in the Finnish market with the acquisition of the
assets associated with the brand Satasenlava from A-Group Vaihtolavat Oy.
A-Group Vaihtolavat Oy was established in 2005 and has 11 employees working under the Satasenlava brand.
Satasenlava is a provider of waste transportation services for customers throughout the Greater Helsinki metropolitan area and serves a range of sectors including construction, renovation, demolition and many others. The assets of
Satasenlava will be acquired through Sortera’s Finnish company Vaihtolavacom.
”Satasenlava has successfully positioned themselves as a significant player within the Helsinki construction waste
market. With a strong brand and a digitalised customer journey, Satasenlava have been able to continuously grow its
business especially within the SME segment. It is a very good addition to our current offering in Helsinki, and we will
now be able to offer our combined services to an even larger number of customers”, says Hannu Poutiainen, MD for
Vaihtolavacom.
”We are very happy to welcome Satasenlava to Sortera and to our local operations on the Finnish market. We are
impressed by what the Satasenlava team has built over the years. With this acquisition, we are continuing our growth
journey in the Finnish market initiated through the acquisition of Vaihtolavacom at the end of 2020”, says Sebastian
Wessman, CEO of Sortera.
Satasenlava will become part of Sortera as of 1st December 2021. This represents Sortera’s fifteenth acquisition since
the company was founded in 2006.
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ABOUT SORTERA
Sortera is a Nordic environmental company which, through its three business areas (Recycling, Industry and Materials), strives to be
the leading environmental entrepreneur in the Nordic market. Sortera provides solutions that contribute to increased sustainability
and improved environmental performance in all the Company’s operations. With more than 400 employees and a turnover in excess
of SEK 1.5 billion, Sortera covers the entire value chain from sales, collection, treatment and recycling to final recipients.
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